
Meet the teams

Imagine what you could experience at Novartis

Everything we do at Novartis is inspired by our purpose of reimagining medicine to improve and extend
people’s lives. It’s this purpose that drives and challenges us. We are working to build an environment where
each of us can be our true selves - inspired, curious and unbossed - every day. Meet the teams, explore
where you could apply your skills and enjoy an unbossed career while positively impacting millions of lives!

Research

Our researchers combine imagination with the rigor of collaborative science to find better treatments for
disease.

Learn more
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Data & Digital

Analytics and advanced technologies deliver innovative science and operational excellence.

Learn more

Information Technology (IT)

Technology is changing our world, creating exciting opportunities for healthcare and Novartis - our IT
colleagues are a visible part of that.

Learn more

Procurement

Procurement is a valued business partner across all stages of the product life-cycle and commercialization.

Learn more
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Health, Safety & Environment (HSE)

The HSE function supports the life of our patients, colleagues and the planet!

Learn more

Medical & Development

By applying your medical knowledge and skills at Novartis, you have the opportunity to impact millions of lives
around the world.

Learn more

People & Organization (P&O)

Our People & Organization colleagues are here to unleash the full potential of our colleagues.

Learn more

Communications and Advocacy
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We help engage the world in what Novartis does, how we do it and why it matters.

Learn more

Careers in Commercial

We build partnerships with healthcare systems that go beyond brand conversations to improve the patient
journey and accelerate access.

Learn more

Careers in Consulting

Consulting teams enable, support and deliver major transformation programs and projects across the Novartis
Group.

Learn more

Technical Operations
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Novartis Technical Operations (NTO) is the manufacturing division of Novartis.

Learn more

Strategy

Novartis relies on a clear and focused strategy to ensure that we make the right choices to reimagine medicine
and bend the curve of life.

Learn more
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